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Ride to thrive
Our partnership with Bicicletas Sin Fronteras: facilitating access
to education in Senegal.

At Swapfiets, we’re interested in more than just making our own cities more
liveable. So we’re extending our mission to make them happier, healthier,
cleaner and greener - to Senegal. Read on 👉

The iconic Swapfiets blue tire is headed for Africa, thanks to an exciting new partnership which

will see hundreds of bikes donated to Senegalese schoolchildren. 

⏲

https://news.swapfiets.com/


An initial 170 bikes will be shipped out thanks to a link-up with Spanish charity Bicicletas Sin

Fronteras (Bicycles without Borders), whose ‘Bicycles for Education’ programme has been

helping kids cycle to school in the West African country since 2015. 

A minimum of 200 bikes will follow each year, as we seek to play our part in a project that

makes a meaningful difference to everyday life in Senegal.

Why?

For many of us in Europe, cycling comes naturally. But we’re aware that not everyone has the

privilege of a sturdy bike as a means of transport. We want to help change that.

Without access to two wheels, the only option for many students is to tackle the journey on foot

- which, in the Fatick region of Senegal, can take up to 4 hours a day. Cycling can cut this down

to just 30 minutes. This not only helps with attendance rates, but means students aren’t worn

out by the time they walk through the door - saving more of their energy for the classroom.

Our involvement

Swapfiets, in partnership with Bicicletas Sin Fronteras and with help from Senegal’s Ministry of

Education, has so far provided over 170 of these bikes to the community. Not only do our

Swapfiets help members improve their lives and the general wellbeing of their community, but

it helps us extend the life cycle of our portfolio even further.

At Swapfiets, we’re constantly innovating and riffing on our designs - meaning every few years

we phase out older models and replace them with newer ones, leaving perfectly functioning

bikes left for donation.

Bicicletas Sin Fronteras assign these bicycles to new students each year, and they’re taking

other steps to make a longer lasting impact in the community too. For instance, they train local

bike mechanics and are implementing small-scale manufacturing facilities for bike racks and

repair sheds, so each bike can be safely stored and maintained - ensuring the next group of

students has equal access. As well as financing the transport of 170 Swapfiets bikes, we have

sent over a large consignment of spare parts to help give them longevity.



ABOUT SWAPFIETS

Swapfiets is the world’s first ‘bicycle as a service’ company. Founded 2014 in the Netherlands, the scale-up
quickly developed being one of the leading micro mobility providers in Europe with nearly 220.000 members in
the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy and UK in early 2021. In Spring 2021 Swapfiets will
expand to Barcelona (Spain), Vienna (Austria) and Lyon, Nantes, Strasbourg and Toulouse (France). The
concept of Swapfiets is quite simple: For a monthly subscription fee, Swapfiets members receive a fully
functional bicycle or e-mobility solution for their own use. If needed, a repair service is available within 48 hours
to repair or directly swap the two-wheeler at no additional cost.

We believe this is the start of a beautiful relationship with a partner that is doing great things

on the ground in Senegal, and we’re proud to see our beloved Swapfiets play a pivotal role in

this initiative.

Discover more about Bicicletas Sin Fronteras.
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